PLAN VIEW

TRUNCATED CONE FASTENER LOCATION

SECTION A-A

BOSS AROUND PERIMETER AND AT CENTER OF TILE

SECTION A-A

APPLY TACTILE BOND AND SEAL (PART NO. R516-010)
PERIMETER SEALANT AT PERIMETER OF THE
APPLY INSTALLING FASTENERS. THIS ENSURES
TO THICK EDGE WITH ADJACENT SURFACE

APPLY TACTILE BOND AND SEAL (PART NO. R516-010)
STRUCTURAL GRADE IS AT PERIMETER AND
THROUGH CENTER OF THE EDGE MAY ON
RISSED AREAS

6.35mm X 28.1mm LI. COLOR-
WASHED EXPANSION ANCHOR
(PART NO. ADA-150-3ANC)

DRILL 6.35mm HOLE
TO 38.1mm DEEP

INSTALLATION DETAIL
AT THE TILE PERIMETER

NOTE:
FIELD LEVEL
MICRO-TOPOGRAPHY
AT PORTS PER SQUARE METER

DETAIL 1

38.1

8.35mm DRILL, CTD. HOLES
(TYP 10 LOCATIONS)

6.35mm X 0.75mm DEEP BOSS
AT CENTER OF THE TO PROVIDE
STRUCTURAL ADHESION THROUGH
CENTER OF THE TILE
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